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hippo 
rhino

hippo

rhino

hippo: 
h.68 x .48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

all  plain colors 
available on request, 
see color chart on the 
last page.

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



hippo 
rhino

chromium

hippo 

rhino 
chromium painting 

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

fiberglass animal, pink 
chromium painting.

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



hippo 
rhino

metal  paint  
hippo  

rhino
metal painting

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized in 
gold, chrome, silver, 
bronze, copper 
painting available on 
request.

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



special
pattern 

hippo

rhino 
with colorful stripes 

pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
strawberry



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 
with colorful stripes 

pattern  

hippo 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm
h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 

pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
Violet 



special
pattern 

hippo  rhino 
with colorful 

stripes pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
colorful



special
pattern 

hippo  rhino 
with colorful 

stripes pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
Original 



special
pattern 

hippo  rhino 
with colorful 

stripes pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
Straight stripes
Strawberry 



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 
with colorful 

stripes pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized  
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Miss R 
Pink 



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 
with colorful stripes 

pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Mister P 
Blue 



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 
with colorful stripes 

pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Mister P 
Orange juice 



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 
with colorful 

stripes pattern  

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Mister JP
White & Blue
Horizontal 



special
pattern 

hippo  

rhino 

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Mister JP
White & Blue
Vertical 



hippo  

rhino
with thai Pattern

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with your own design. 

special
pattern 

Thai 
patterns 

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

Issana



hippo  

rhino
with thai Pattern

hippo: 
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm.

h.30 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

rhino:
h.62 x l.51 x w.84 cm.

h.35 x l.43 x w.18 cm.

can be customized 
with your own design. 

special
pattern 

Thai 
patterns 

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



monki
plain colors 

monki
plain colors on 

fiberglass

large:
h.61 x l.40 x w.30 cm.
price: 15,000 thb.

small:
h.45 x l.42 x w.28 cm.
price: 7,500 thb.

see color chart on 
the last page.

with or without eyes 
painted, available on 

request..

mini 
monki

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



monki
chromium and 

metal  
painting monki

fiberglass animals 

1. gold chrome

2. metal silver

3. pink chrome

h.61 x l.40 x w.30 cm.
h.45 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

can be customized in 
gold, chrome, silver, 
bronze, copper 
painting

all  available on 
request, 
see color chart on 
the last page.

3

2

1

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



monki 
special 

patterns monki 
with special 

pattern

h.61 x l.40 x w.30 cm.

h.45 x l.42 x w.28 cm.

can be customized
with any special 
pattern.  

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



dogs
fiberglass

1. round ears 

animal
h.68 x l.48 x w.92 cm

2. scottish dog
h.78 x l.47 x w.97 cm.

can be customized in 
gold, chrome, silver, 
bronze, copper 

painting

all colors 
available on request; 
see colors chart on 
the last page

1

2

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



scottish
dog

1.scottish dog
fiberglass with dots 
pattern

h.78 x l.47 x w.97 cm.

colors can be 
customized

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 

special pattern

dots collection



dogs
chromium 
painting

dot dot dog
plain colors, 

chrome painting

h.73 x l.38 x w.95 cm.

can be customized 

in gold, chrome, 
silver, bronze, 
copper painting

all  available on 
request, 

see color chart on 
the last page.

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



big
mama

big mama
gold painting & 

plain colors

h.158 x l. 97 x w.65 cm.

price: 45,000 thb.

can be customized in 
gold, chrome, silver, 
bronze, copper 
painting available on 
request.

please see color chart 
on the last page.

as the painting are all hand made, they are all unique and therefore slightly different 



colors, 
metal & 

chromium 

any
Pantone 

colors 

metal 

colors

chromium 

colors

all 

pantone 

colors


